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Foundation and History
or all the dramatic success that awaited them, the Capuchins began
in obscurity. The early history of the Capuchin order is not as

carefully explored or as well known as that of the Society of Jesus,F
for example, whose founder Ignatius de Loyola was one of the commanding
figures of the sixteenth-century Catholic church. No such leader is

associated with the beginning of the Capuchins. Unlike the Jesuits, the first
Capuchins were neither innovators nor members of an association with
sharply delineated characteristics. Their gradual separation from Franciscan
Observants and the forging of their own identity followed complex, at times
tortuous paths, which preclude the possibility of a simple summary. By mid-
century they had become a new and vital branch of the Franciscan family
and were to play a key role in the history of early modern Catholicism in
Europe and the non-European world.

The background of the Capuchins is the turbulent history of the
Franciscan order which almost from its inception was wracked by internal
tensions.r The principal disagreements among its members concerned the
thorny issues of how the Rule of St. Francis should be observed in their
communities. The rule, magnificent in its idealism and simplicity, demanded

1A good treatment of these topiis is Duncan Nimmo, Rtfi* and Diaiion in
tbe Medieaal Franciscan Order from Saint Francis to tbe Form.atiion of the Capuchins
(Rome: Capuchin Historical Institute, 1987).
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a degree of commitment and asceticism that made its literal observance most
difficult for friars of a less heroic cast than that of their founder. The
Franciscan order was torn benveen accofitmodation to practical necessities
and repeated demands that absolute poverty be observed in accordance with
the will of St. Francis. Time after time movements for reform arose, the
most complex and notorious among which was that of the Spiritual
Franciscans.

In the sixteenth century, too, the familiar issues of strict observance
and the nature of Franciscan poverty reappeared. Pope Leo X tried to deal
with them by issuing the bull lte Vos of May 29,1517, which united all friars
desiring to strictly observe the Rule of St. Francis into the Order of the
Observants, henceforth separated from the Conventuals. The ways of the
former, however, failed to satisfz the most zealous friars, for whose sake the
general of the Observants Francisco Quifiones, agreed to institute at least
five houses in each Spanish province as havens where men could live
according to the strictest Franciscan ideals. This legislation was extended to
Italy in 1526, only to be opposed immediately by the more conservative
Observants who feared a split in their order between the majority and those
whom they regarded as an overzealous minority.

But the internal history of the Franciscans alone is not sufEcient for
our understanding of the first Capuchins. They were founded at a time and
place that were deeply affected by European political and religious
developments. Central Italy has been crisscrossed by French and imperial
armies since the late fifteenth century. The struggles of their masters,
Francis I of France and Emperor Charles V, culminated in the terrible sack
of Rome in May 1527, which not only shocked Italians profoundly but also
increased their apocalyptic mood. The Marches were an area of particular
political turbulence. Wandering prophets called for repentance and
conversion, blaming luxury and sin among the clergy and laity for bringing
God's punishment on Italy. News of a mighty heretic who had arisen in
Germany contributed to widespread fear that terrible events were about to
happen, since God was chastising the Church. Accounts of the birth of
monsters were taken as evidence of impending cataclysms which threatened
all of Christendom.2 Many thought rhat only by prayer, fasting, and steadfast
faith could the evils about to beset society be held at bay.

The beginning of the Capuchin order must be set against this
background. Early in 1525, an Observant Franciscan friar, Matteo da Bascio,
secretly left the house of his order in Montefalcone in the Marches.

2Ottavia Niccoli, Propbecy and tbe People in Renaissance ltaly (princeton:
Princeton University Press, I 990).
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Dissatisfied with the comfort it offered to members of the community while
the mass of people suffered hunger and poverty, Matteo resolved to observe
the Rule of St. Francis literally after hearing an interior voice urging him to
do so.r As a sign of his discipleship, he clothed himself in what he took to
have been the original habit of the Franciscans, a garment made of coarse

cloth onto which a pointed hood had been se\iln. In emulation of the first
friars he wore a beard. Pope Clement VII must have been impressed by
Matteo because he orally gave him permission to wear his habit and beard,
observe the Rule of St. Francis literally, and preach.

It seems that Matteo had no thought or intention of founding an

order at this time or even in November, when he was ioined by rwo
brothers, Observants both. Ludovico and Raffaele Tenaglia of Fossombrone
had the same desire to follow the rule of St. Francis literally, which they
found not possible within their community. Their departure from it was

bitterly resented by their superior, Giovanni Pili of Fano, who prevailed
upon the pope to excommunicate them together with Matteo as apostates on
March 8, 1526. To avoid persecution and harassment, the three Franciscans
fled to the Camaldolese hermitage of Cupramontana belonging to the
Congregation of Monte Corona, itself reformed by Paolo Giustiniani.a He
not only received them kindly, but also persuaded them to regularize their
status by appealing to Cardinal Lorenzo Pucci, the grand penitentiary. Pucci

granted them absolution and the permission to lead eremitical lives provided
they observed the Franciscan rule and placed themselves under the authority
of the bishop of the place where they resided. Matteo continued to move

about as an itinerant preacher but joined the rwo brothers in Camerino,
which was hit hard by the recurrence of the plague in the cataclysmic year

1527. Soon a fourth Observant Franciscan became associated with them,
Paolo de Chioggia.s Their fearless assistance to the sick brought them the
good will of Caterina Cibo, duchess of Camerino and second cousin of Pope

Clement VII, who became their first protectress.

At this point the question might be asked: Who was the founder of
the Capuchins? Although Matteo da Bascio was an admired and venerable

figure, he showed no interest in leading a new congregation. While his

idealism and example inspired the early Capuchins, in a juridical sense he

3Fr. Cuthbert, O.S.F.C., The Capucbins: A Contribution to the History of tbe

Counter-Reforrnation, 2 vols. (Ne* York and Toronto: Longmans, Green, 1929), L-

20.
aFor a biographical sketch see Jean Leclerq, Un bumaniste ermite: Le

bienheureus Paul Giustiniani (1476-1t25) (Rome: Edizioni Camaldoli, 1951).
sFr. Cuthb ert, C apuchins, I :44n32.
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was not their organizer.6 That role fell to the more ambitious and practical
Ludovico da Fossombrone. With the support of Caterina Cibo, he
persuaded the pope to issue the bull Religionis zelus ofJuly 3,1528, which is
considered the "Magna Carta" of the Capuchin order and its juridical
foundation.T The bull gave permission to Ludovico and his brother Raffaelo
to live as hermits observing the Rule of St. Francis as far as human frailty
permitted, to wear their distinctive habit and beard, and, most important, to
receive both clerics and laymen into their company. They were given the
same privileges as those granted to the Camaldolese. Curiously enough,
neither the name of Matteo de Bascio nor even that of the new congregation
itself is mentioned.

One can legitimately wonder whether the bull points to any new
elements in the nascent order. A recent work argues persuasively that the
only innovation of the early Capuchins mentioned in the bull was their
beard, and that "the real difference berween the Capuchin reform and other
previous reforms of the strict observance is to be sought in the manner in
which the Capuchins posed and resolved the problem of harmonizing the
contemplative life with the apostolic life, and in their survival down to the
present as a third autonomous family of the first Franciscan order."8

fu soon as the papal approval of a new and strict Franciscan
congregation became known, zealous friars sought to join. Barely t year
after the bull of Clement VII, there were over thirry "friars minor of the
eremitical life," as they called themselves. Predictably, they elected the
austere Matteq da Bascio as their first superior. But he was unprepared for
holding this office, as can be seen in his quick and sudden resignation from
it. Ludovico da Fossombrone took his place as the effective leader of the
small group of friars. The name "cappucciati" was applied to them for the
first time in a document of 1534, but the more common "cappuccino"
prevailed, given them on account of their pointed hood.e

6Callisto Urbanelli, "FIow the Order Sprang Up and Took Roots," Tie
Capuchin Reform: h*yt in Commemoration of hs 45Ab Anniaersary, 1528-1978, trans.
Ignatius McCormick, O.F.M. C"p. (Pittsburgh: North American Capuchin
Conference, 1983), p. 17.

Tlsidro da Villapadierna, "Bull Religionis zelu.s," Collectanea Franciscana,4S
(1978), 243-48; Stanislao Santachiara,, "Lt bolla 'Religionis zelas,"' in Le origini della
riforma cappaccino: Ani del cnnaegno di studi storici, Camerino, 18-21 setteril.bre 1978
(Ancona: Curia Provinciale Frati Cappuccini, t979), pp. 261-80.

8I frati cappuccino: Docarnenti e testimonianze d,el primo secoli /, ed. Constanzo
Cargnoni (Perugia: Edizioni Frate Indovino, 1988), p.21.

elbid., p.22.
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The friars grew in reputation and numbers beyond the Marches,
where they had begun. As they steadily attracted new recruits, including a

group of Calabrian Observants in 1529, the general of the Observant order.
Paolo Pisotti, became worried about its fragmentation. He pressured the
vacillating Clement VII to rescind all permissions granted to Ludovico da
Fossombrone and his little band of friars, who were told to return to their
original convents. Technically, this would have spelled the end of the
Capuchins, since most of their members were, as a mater of fact, former
Observants. The brief contains a preamble which must be among the more
ironic products of the papal chancery. The Capuchins are accused of causing
scandal not by any kind of abuse, but by their zeal:

The friars calling themselves Capuchins withdraw from the houses of the
Observance and dwell in various places where they live a life so exceedingly
austere and rigid that it is hardly human, and thus gready disturb the minds
of other members of the Order who in consequence doubt whether they
themselves are equally living up to the obligations of the Rule: thus many
are scandalized.lo

The indecisive pope did not enforce these regulations, however, leaving the
matter in the hands of rwo cardinals who sought to find a solution. At issue
was whether and how the Capuchins could continue to exist alongside the
Observants. When the pope died in 153+, the question was still open."

Meanwhile, the new association gre\r in numbers, and the
reputation of the Capuchins attracted to the fledgling order men of
considerable renown. Among them was the famous preacher Bernardino
Ochino of Siena, its future general. Even Giovanni Pilo of Fano, who had
beeh so ill disposed toward the Tenaglia brothers in 1526, now joined their
group of friars, to whom "he was another Saul become Paul."r2 Pope Paul
III, the successor of Clement VII, at first sought to stem the exodus of
Observants to the Capuchins. At the beginning of his pontificate the
Capuchins consisted of about five hundred friars who were committed to
leading the austere life envisioned by St. Francis. The politically astute
pontiff did not intend to disband them. He was also open to arguments in
favor of the Capuchins advanced by Vittoria Colonna, who urged him not to
treat the friars simply as a tempor^ry splinter group of Franciscan or order
them to return to Observant houses.

roQuoted from Fr. Cuthbert, Capuchins,l:82
tt I frati cappaccino, p. 24n2 5 .

r2Fr. Cuthbert, Capucbins, l:81.
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The poet Vittoria Colonna, widow of the marquis of pescara,
belonged to the highest Roman nobility.ti She participated in Italian
intellectual and religious circles concerned with reform of the Church.
Vittoria became the second protectress of the Capuchins, honored by them
as a "most beloved mother."ra She used her considerable influence wiih paul
IfI to support the new order's right to exist, and to defend it against its
detractors or enemies.rs This was no easy task, since Cardinal qoifrorr"r,
protector of the Franciscans, himself an Observant and a man trusted by
Paul III, tried to convince the pope that the Capuchins were troublemrke.s
who posed a danger for rhe established branches of the Franciscans by
depriving them of ascetic and zealous friars.r6 fn an unusually outspoken
letter to Paul III, Vittoria Colonna went to the heart of the matter: if the
Capuchins are accused of causing scandal by their way of life, she wrote,
then one can argue that "no one should do any good lest he offend those
who do evil."r7 We have here a clear example oflhe struggle berween the
s_pirit of prophery and that of order, so characteristic of the history of
Catholicism.

While the battle to sway the pope for or against the Capuchins
continued at his court and involved other personalities as well, more
unsettling disputes took place within the new order itself. Ludovico da
Fossombrone (who, in accordance with Capuchin practice, dropped his
family name and retained only that of his place of origin), its vicai general,
was at their center. From the time he began guiding the Capuchins in 1529,
his style of leadership showed markedly autocratic tendencies. A disturbing
rift developed between friars who agreed with Ludovico's insistence on
manual labor and others who gave priority to apostolic work and studies.rs
Ludovico's initial inaction concerning the calling of a general chapter turned
into his actual attempts to prevent its convocation. Even the general of the

rrFor a sketch of her life and full bibliography, see G. Patizi,,,Vittoria
Colonna," Dizionario biografico degli italiani, iol.- 27 (Rome: Istituto della
Enciclopedia Italiana, 1982). Cols. 448-57.

rfielchoir a Probladura, Historia generalis Ordinis Fratram Minorum
Capaccinorum I (Rome: Institutum Historicum Ordinis Fratrum Minorum
Cappucinortm, 1947), p. 38.

rsPietro Tacchi Venturi, I (1931), 28-58; idem, "Virtoria Colonna fautrice
della riforma cattolica secondo alcune sue lettere inedited," Studi e documenti di xoria
del diritto, 22 (1901), 149-79.

__t6l.udwig, von Pastor, Geschichte der Pripste V. Gerschichte Pauls III. e j34-
1t490 (Freiburg: Herder, 1956), p.367 .

r7Fr. Cuthbert, Capuchins, l:101, and 2:441-47 (text of Vittoria,s letter.)
l8(Jrbanelli, "How the Order Sprang (Ip," p.33.
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Conventual Franciscans, under whose legal protection the Capuchins were
at this time, in vain urged Ludovico to agree to the convocation.re Once
again, Vittoria Colonna came to the rescue of the Capuchins. FIer brother
fucanio had Ludovico detained in one of the Colonna castles until he
relented and agreed to convoke the chapter. Vittoria herself then prevailed
on the pope to reinforce Ludovico's ostensible willingness in this matter by
ordering him to proceed to the convocation without further delay.2o

The general chapter finally met in November 1535. ft soon elected
a ne\M superior, to Ludovico's extreme displeasure. Bernardino d'Asti, as

vicar general, proceeded in consultation with other friars to draft rules for
governing the order. Ludovico contested the validity of Bernardino's
election, and attempted to put all sorts of obstacles in his path. Despite this,
the pope on April 29, 1536, not only affirmed the election of Bernardino,
but declared that all who refused him obedience were not to be considered
as Capuchins and had no right to wear their habit.2t Ironically, among them
was Matteo de Bascio, the originator of the Capuchin ideal, who returned to
the Observant Franciscans, who gave up the habit with the pointed hood
which he had introduced among his first followers. Ludovico refused
obedience to Bernardino d'futi and his successors.

In August, Paul III issued a bull confirming the provisions of
Religioas zelus of 1528, and transferred to the vicar general, Bernardino
d'futi, all the privileges originally granted to Ludovico and Raffaello da

Fossombrone. The Capuchins were placed under the jurisdiction of the
Conventual Franciscans rather than under that of the Observants.22 They
were, therefore, legally not independent, since their vicar general had to be

confirmed upon election by the general of the Conventuals. In another
papal bull issued less than half a yeal. later, an attempt was made to put a

stop to continuing frictions between Capuchins and Observants. Each group
was forbidden to accept members of the other without written permission of
both superiors. More important, to pacifi, the Observants, the pope forbade
the Capuchins under pain of excorrununication to expand north of the
Alpr."

leGiorgio Abate, "Conferme dei vicari generali cappuccino date dai maestri
generali conventuali (1528-1619)," CollectaneaFranciscana,33 (1963),428.

20Fr. Cuthbert, Capachins,l:91-92; Ifrati cappuccini, ed. Cargnoni, p. 28.
2rThe Latin text of this brief, Cum icut nobis, is printed with an Italian

translation in I frati cappuccino, pp. 7 5 -7 9.
22The bull Exponi nobis of August 25, 1536, is among the most important

documents of the Capuchin order. The text with Italian translation is in ibid., pp. 80-
93.

23Dadum squidem ofJanuary 5,1537: text and Italian ranslation in ibid., pp.
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In October 1536, the obstreperous Ludovico was expelled from the
order, to which internal tranquility was restored. He never made peace with
the Capuchins, but persisted in his defiance and died as a hermit years later.
Again, the question of who was the founder of the Capuchins might be
posed. The names of Matteo da Bascio and Ludovico da Fossombrone
should rightly be mentioned, but that of Bernardino d'futi, whom Vittoria
Colonna determinedly supported, must be joined to theirs.2a His good
judgment, devotion to the Franciscan ideal, and organization ,Uitiry
employed without arrogance, contributed to shape the Capuchin order
decisively in 1536, when the constitution was issued. Slighdy revised in
1552, it has remained the fundamental document regulating the order,s
organization and government.

Six years after the new order had overcome the difficulties created
by T..udovico da Fossombrone, at a time when it was growing2s and
developing with remarkable success in Italy, it experienced the worst crisis
of its early history. Its vicar general, Bernardino Ochino of Siena, successor
of Bernardino d'futi, fled in August 1542 from Italy to Switzerland, where
he declared his adherence to Protesrantism.26 The shock caused by this
event, of course, transcended Capuchin communities. Ochino had been a
most sought-after preacher of such fame that cities vied with one another to
attract him especially for Lenten or Advent serrnons. His flight was a
terrible blow not only to his order, but also to the so-called spirituali, men
and women who championed reform of the individual Christian and of the
Church.27

A former Observant Franciscan, Ochino joined the Capuchins in
L534. The next year, when Bernardino d'Asti was elected vicar general,

94-97.
2aHistoria generalis, pp. 53-53, discusses the question of who the founder is.

Melchoir a Pobladura qgues against Theophil- Graf (Zur Entstehang des
Ka.pazinerordens [Olten and Freiburg: Walter, 1940]), who in his opinion attributed
{ispropoltiona_ts importance,to Bernardino d'furi. See also Constantius Cargnoni,
O.F.M. C"p., "Bernardine of futi: Principal Promoter of the Capuchin Reform," in
Capuchin R forn , pp.97 -114.

25In 1538 there were already about 700 Capuchins divided into rwelve
provinces in -Italy: Melchiore de Pobladura, "Cappuccini," Dizionario degli istituti di
perfezione, vol. 2 (Rome: Edizioni Paoline, 197 5), co.204.

26Fr. Cuthbert, Capuchins, l:l2l-38, summarized the events, and gives a
somewhat unsympathetic view of Ochino.

nGigliola Fragnito, "Gli'spirituali' ela, fuga di Bernardino Ochino,"Reaista
Storica haliana, 84 (1972),777-813. Bernardino Ochino, Seaen Diahgaes, ed. And
trans. Rita Belladonna (Ottawa and Toronto: Dovehouse, 1987) hai an excellent
introduction to Ochino and a useful bibliography.
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Ochino became an ofEcial of the order. An observer who was not among his
admirers noted that "Everything about Ochino contributed to make the
admiration of the multitude overstep all human bounds...."28 Singled out for
special mention were Ochino's pale and thin face, long beard, and
reputation for holiness. His imposing appearance, passionate serrnons, and
Christocentric theology drew people from all social classes to hear him.
Befriended and protected by great ladies like Vittoria Colonna and by
cardinals like Gasparo Contarini, Ochino was admired by writers, poets,
religious thinkers, and earnest friars. When he was elected vicar general of
the Capuchins on 1538 and again in 1541, he appeared to embody the ideals
of St. Francis to perfection.

Ochino's apostasy predictably strengthened the position of critics
and enemies of the Capuchins. The friars vrere accused of everything from
having created a seedbed of heresy to spreading Lutheran ideas through
their sermons and attacking the Church while ostensibly championing
reform. They were depicted as introducing corrosive strife into both
branches of the Franciscan order by their pretense of strict asceticism and
"holier than thou" attitudes, through which other friars fell into disrepute
with the general population. Even the pope seemed to join the enemies of
the Capuchins. Paul III received the news of Ochino's apostasy while
traveling from Perugia to Rome. On seeing a Capuchin friary near the road,
he is reported to have said: "Soon there will be no Capuchins or Capuchin
houses!"2e

The pope may have given serious thought to abolishing the new
order,30 but Vittoria Colonna continued to be its advocate, and Cardinal
Sanseverino prevailed upon Paul III and the other cardinals not to act
hastily. His advice was to examine the superiors of Capuchin houses so as to
determine whether heresy was a problem in the order. The subsequent
inquiry did not turn up evidence of widespread disaffection, and the pope
was .reminded by one of the friars that even among the apostles there had
been a traitor. Paul III relented, put the scandal of Ochino's apostasy behind
him, and appointed a new protector of the Capuchins. In Cardinal Rodolfo
Pio Carpi they found a man sympathetic to their cause. The next year, in
M"y l5+3, Francesco da Jesi as vicar general and the revered Bernardino
d'futi as first definitor assumed leadership of the Capuchins, and devoted
themselves to rebuilding the order's reputation as well as encouraging its

2sQuoted from Ochino, Seaen Dialogues, ed. Belladonna, p. xii.
2eQuoted by Fr. Cuthbert, Capuchins,l:138.
3oHiaoria generalis, p. 80: "Paulus III qui Perusaiae ochinianam fugam

didicerat, de extinguenda sodalitate capuccina serio deliberaverat."
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shaken members.rtThe pope forbade the friars to preach for the time being,
however, and lifted the ban only in t544 when he was convinced that the
majority were doctrinally orthodox.

After the death of Paul III in November 1549, tensions berween
Capuchins and Observants surfaced once again. Pope Julius III upheld the
decrees of his predecessor which prohibited Capuchins from accepting
Observants into their communities, or establishing themselves in Northern
Europe. Pope Paul fV seems to have conceived the idea of uniting the
Capuchins with the Conventuals, presumably so that the former could act as
a leaven to reform and revitalize their lax brethren. This union never took
place, and successive popes were more favorably disposed to the idea of
accepting the Capuchins as a third branch of the Franciscans and a
distinctive order. When the Council of Trent discussed reform of the
regular clergy during its final session, the Capuchins \rere praised as strict
followers of St. Francis, and their right not to hold any common properry as
an order was confirmed. Several council fathers declared that the Capuchins
not only needed to reform, but should be encouraged. to continue their
mode of life and allowed to wear their distinctive habits.r2 Although they
tried to observe the Council's decrees pertaining to regulars, the Capuchins
found that their practice of giving every member a vote in affairs of th"it
order contradicted Tridentine noffns restricting the franchise to priests. But
Pope Pius V supported their egalitarian ways, and all Capuchins, whether
priests, deacons, or lay brothers were henceforth allowed to participate in
elections as they had from the begimirg.

The first movement of the Capuchins beyond the borders of Italy
occurred in an unusual way: they began to minister to Catholic armies
engaged in the many and bitter conflicts of the sixteenth century. Matteo da
Bascio, by now only a former Capuchin, accompanied the imperial soldiers
fighting against the Protestants at the batde of Miihlberg in 1546. Members
of the order were chaplains on board ship during the expedition of Emperor
Charles V to Tunis in 1535 and were present on other vessels serving in
conflicts with the Turks in the Mediterranean.rr Pope Pius V called
Capuchins to the ministry on papal ships when the Holy League was formed
which was victorious in the great naval batde of Lepanto in 1571. Capuchins
were in the armies of Don John of Austria in the Netherlands, among the
contingents fighting the Turks in Hungay, and as chaplains to the Catholic

3 rFr. Cuthben, Capuchins, I :142-43 .
s2Historia generalis, p. 58.
33lbid., pp.292-97 .
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forces in the Empire.3a Thus, they became a familiar sight among Catholic
soldiers and sailors, even though they were still technically confined to Italy.

The year 1574 was of prime importance for the Capuchin order.
On May 6 Pope Gregory )OII lifted the prohibition of Paul III that
prevented the friars from expanding outside Italy. Now they were granted

freedom to cross the Alps, to establish themselves in France "and in all the
world, and to found and build there houses, places, secured settlements and

provinces, according to their custom."rs This permission marks the
beginning of the second period in early Capuchin historlr, which saw rapid
growth in membership and remarkably swift expansion of the order
throughout Europe and in the non-European world.

A few dates will illustrate this process. Capuchins established their
first branches in the following countries or areas: France, 1574; Spain, 1577-
1578; Switzerland, 1581; Tyrol, 1593; Bohemia, 1599; Bavaria, 1600;

Rhineland,16ll; Ireland,1615.'6 When the first century of its existence

came to a close, the order had L6r967 members, 1,260 houses, and 42

provinces.rT Though the seventeenth century was the "golden age" of the
Capuchins, its solid foundations were laid during the last quarter of the
sixteenth. From that time until the French Revolution the order's activity
was one of the most important ways in which the early modern Catholic
Church spread its message in Catholic areas to the masses of the population
in town and country, and to the poor and neglected. Capuchins shaped and

guided the religious devotions of ordinary Europeans, preached in
Protestant areas when possible, and after 1600 embarked upon missionary
work in Africa, Asia, and the Americas.

The first century of Capuchin history closed with the bull Alias

felicis recordationis of Pope Paul V, issued on January 29, 1619,)8 which
granted their order full independence within the Franciscan family. The
Capuchins no longer had to obtain confirmation of their elected vicar

general by the superior of the Conventuals, as they had been required to do

for the preceding ninety-one years. From here on they were free of legally

salfrati ca.ppuccinl, ed. Cargnoni, p. 38.
rsBull Ex nostril pastoralis fficii, the text and Italian translation of which are

in ibid., pp. 118-21. The passage quoted is found on p. 120.
36Melchior a Poblandura, "Cappuccini," p. 204.
37lbid., p. 205. These figures are based on a census of 1625. The- lpid

growth of the Capuchins can be sein by comparing these figures with those of 1608,

iuhen the order has 10,708 members, 808 houses, and 35 provinces, and of 1618,

when there were 14,846 friars, 1030 houses, and 40 provinces. See I frati cappuccino,

ed. Cargnoni, pp. 48-50.
38The text and Italian translation are in Ifrati cappucini, pp. 134-38.
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binding ties to either the Observants or the Conventuals, and had their own
identity as the third branch of the Franciscans in fact and in law.

In 1538, with the bluJl Curn nconasteriuna of Pope Paul III, the female
branch of the Capuchins received its charter foundation. The organization
of Capuchin nuns was the result of the activities of Maria Lorenza Longo,
an influential, well-connected Neapolitan lady and admirer of the charitable
work done by members of the Confraternity of Divine Love in hospitals for
the so-called "incurables," mostly victims of syphilis. Maria Lorenza Longo
founded the first hospital for incurables in Naples, and in 1535 established
an adjoining convent for Franciscan Tertiaries. Pope Paul in the same year
appointed her its superior for life, putting the convent under the spiritual
direction of Capuchin friars. His bull overrode their express prohibition
against involvement urith the direction of nuns. The first house of Capuchin
sisters adopted the strict rule of the Poor Clares which stressed poverty and
prayer, and the female Capuchines in the sixteenth century remained strictly
cloistered, austere nuns who soon became part of the second order of St.
Francis.le

The Constitutions of the Capuchin Order
After the papal approval of the Capuchins, their first chapter took

place in Albacina in the hermitage of S. Maria dell' Acquarella. In April
1529, the friars of the new congregation met to elect their superior and to
decide by what rules they would be governed. As has been mentioned,
Matteo da Bascio was elected vicar general but relinquished his post almost
immediately, to be succeeded by Ludovico da Fossombrone, under.whose
name the so-called Constitution of Albacina \ras issued. There is some
question whether these regulations should be called a constitution at all,
since they are random prescriptions rather than fully formulated and
systematic legislation.{ They lack a firm principle of organization and seem
to be a draft or collection of jottings rather than a logical whole like the
Rule of St. Benedict, for example.

To begin with, the friars were enjoined to observe the canonical
hours and the Franciscan custom of saying only one Mass so as to guard

reFelice de Mareto, "Cappuccine," Dizianario degli istituti di perfezione,
2 :t84-92, with bibliography.

{Fedele Elizondo, "Las constituciones capuchinas de 1529: En el 450
anniversario de su reducci6n en Albacina," Laurentianum,20 (1979),389-+40. For a

full bibliography of literature on the Constitution of Albacina, see Isidro de
Mllapadierna, "The Capuchins-Hermits and Preachers," Crreyfriars Reaint, 2
(1988),110n33.
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against people flocking to their houses and offering alms in return for
Masses.ar Scourging was a part of Capuchin devotions. Prayers and
contemplation were envisioned as a state rather than as actions performed at
certain hours only. A series of specific prescriptions regulated what could be
begged or eaten. The friars were to wear their characteristic simple habit
with the pointed hood and belt made of rough cord. Their mission was to go
about preaching the gospel. They were prohibited from owning anything,
including books, and from writing letters "to themselves or to others"l nor
could they "send or receive them without the permission of their
superiors."a2 This provision was directed against exploring one's interior
state through the keeping of a journal or diary, and thus paylng undue
attention to oneself. A motley series of prohibitions follows which leaves the
modern reader wondering whether their pu{pose was to virnrally prevent
members from leading not an austere but a cheerful life. It is as if someone
collected pieces that never quite coalesced to form an harmonious whole. If
indeed Ludovico da Fossombrone was the author of these rules, they clearly
show the great gulf berween his mind and that of a systematic monastic
legislator.

The definite constitution of the Capuchins was issued by the
chapter general which met in Rome in 1536. Though bearing the imprint of
Bernardino d'Asti's ideas, it reflects the thought of many of his companions
as well, and has remained the basic document spelling out the spirit and
organization of the order despite emendations and additions in 1552, 1575,
1608, 1643, and further changes in the twentieth century.

No book written by a member of the order, no treatise concerning
Capuchin spiritual life over the centuries can be compared with the
constitution of 1536 if one wants to elucidate the authentic ideals of the
friars, or understand the intentions of those who initiated the [Capuchin]
reform, or express the values which are found in the imitation of Christ and
St. Francis,

maintains a recent writeras This constitution expresses the distinctive
spirituality of the Capuchins and shows how they saw their mission.#

arText in Ifrati cflppaccinl, ed Cargnoni, pp. 179-225.
42lbid., p. 203.
alFedele Elizondo, "Las constituciones capuchinas de 1536," E*udios

Franciscano* 83 (1982), 148, quoted in ibid., p. 229. For recent editions of the
Constitution, see Villapadierna, "Capuchins-Hermits and Preachers," I 12n53.

#The original text with the additions and changes from 1552 to 1643 is in 1
frati cappuccino, ed. Cargnoni, pp.249-464.
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The lengthy document, comprising a prologue and rwelve chapters,
was written in Italian and printed in Naples in 1537. It is much more
carefully and logically arranged than the prescriptions of 1529. From the
beginning, the order's Christocentric orientation is stressed. The Rule of St.
Francis, to be observed literally, is called rhe core of the gospel. The friars
.are prohibited from studying and reading "impertinent and vain,, writings
which would distract them from Sacred Scripture. The Constitution echoes
the mistrust of human learning expressed by St. Francis, and enjoins the
friars to adhere strictly to his vision of what the mission of his followers
should be. "If we are sons of St. Francis, let us do the works of St. Francis.,,as
Is the simple summary of what the order is all about.

Unlike other mendicants, the Capuchins freely put themselves
under obedience to the ordinaries in whose dioceses they resided,
renouncing any and all exemptions. Above all, they declare their obedience
t9 the pope. In order to ensure that member of their order will live up to its
ideals, rigorous selection among postulants is necessary, as is the weeding
out of unsuitable novices and the training of the promising ones.ft All friari
must lead an austere life devoid of any comfort. The theme of the imitatio
Christi appears again and again: the ideal friar is a follower of Christ and St.
Francis.

No new rituals or liturgical practices are prescribed for the
Capuchins. Rather, they are to follow the common rites of the Catholic
Church, including the saying of canonical hours and the celebration of
Mass. The prohibition against accepting payment for Masses or allowing
burials in their churches is a clear attempt at preventing the kinds of abusei
which the Protestant reformers attacked with particular sharpness.

Prayer is seen as central to the lives of the friars. Mental prayer is
considered especially important since it establishes personal contact with
God. It has to be cultivated in silence. Although the friars are allowed to
leave their houses for good reason, corununal life is the norrn. In their
houses austerity must be observed in all things from food and drink to
clothing and bedding. Holy poverty musr reign among them, and they must
embrace it gladly just as St. Francis did. More than a life of poverry, theirs
must also be a life of penance. Like the rules of many late medieval Italian
confraternities, the Capuchin Constitution makes scourging mandatory. It
was to be done on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays, and every day during
Holy Week.aT The reason for his practice is made clear: it, too is rooted in

4slbid., p.263.
46lbid., pp.269-83.
47lbid., p.329.
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the imitation of Christ: "While scourging themselves, the friars with a

devout heart should think of sweet Jesus, the Son of God, bound to a pillar,
and should make an effort to feel a small part of His most distressing pain."a8

fu "pilgrims on earth and citizens of heaven"4e Capuchins were

forbidden to erect large or sumptuous churches or to build spacious houses.

Everything associated with them had to be simple, even minimal, like their
tiny cells. Their houses were to be near towns and cities, so that they could

minister to the people. Those who wished to follow an eremitical vocation

were to be accommodated, but the majority of the friars combined action

with contemplation. Apostolic work among the laity excluded the hearing of
confessions except in unusual circumstances, so that friars would not become

too enmeshed in the lives of others. The spiritual direction of
confraternities, secular clergy, and especially convents of nuns was strictly
forbidden.s0 Their main activity was to be preaching the word of God.

A series of regulations laid down the manner in which the order was

to be governed, beginning with triennial general chapters at which the vicar
general of the Capuchins \tras elected. Great pains were taken to ensure that
voting was free and without taint of corruption.sl tlnder the vicar general

were the superiors of provinces, and in each province the Capuchin houses

with guardians at their head. Friars were either priests or lay brothers. A
cardinal protector, appointed by the PoPe, had the responsibility of
supervising the entire order.52

Provisions dealing with the choice, training, and supervision of
preachers were an important part of the constitution, since spreading the

word of God was the primary form that the apostolate of the Capuchins

assumed. Just as the friars were forbidden to read frivolous boo[<s, so they

were not to preach in accordance with the rules of human eloquence or to
use stories, fiition, or poetry. Their sertnons, like their churches, were to be

extremely simple, stripped to artifice. They were to use above all the New

Testament, and to preach Christ to the people. Yet they were not conceived

as some kind of ptitritir" fundamentalists. The Constitution mentions the

necessity of studying Scripture and the theology for friars who want to be

efEcacious in their apostolate.

48lbid., p. 330.
4elbid., p.344.
solbid., p.440.
srChapters 7 and 8 (ibid., pp. 363-406) deal with elections and the various

officials of the order.
s2Historia generalis, section III: "De constitutione seu structura ordinis," pp.

r23-62.
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Above all, the Capuchins were to be imitators of both Mary and
Martha: "When as a result of work among the laity [the friars] feel a

slackening of the spirit, they should return to solitude and remain there
until, filled again with God, the impetus moves them to spread divine grace
in the world."s3 Here the specificity of the order emerges clearly: its
members were to live a mixed life with action and contemplation as its two
poles. Ffow to apportion their time between them was left up to the
individual. The farmers of the Constitution show remarkable respect for
each person's spiritual development, giving friars a certain degree of
freedom to follow their own paths, which in some cases might lead them to
be missionaries to infidels or heathens, even to become martyrs.sa

The Constitution of 1536 laid down the principles of the Capuchin
order with great clarity. The friars had rwo models after whom to pattern
themselves: Christ and St. Francis. The Franciscan rule without glosses or
interpretations was their basic charter. Like their founder, they were
devoted to absolute poverty as a means of coming closer to Christ. Lady
Poverty was their bride, as she had been of St. Francis, and their life was to
be uncompromisingly austere. No friar was to have any personal property,
and the order was not to possess anything in its own name.

But in spite of a core of common ideals, the Capuchins were not all
stamped from the same mold. A fruitful tension between action and
contemplation shaped each friar's existence, and had to be resolved on an
individual basis. The overarching mission of all members of the order was
the spreading of God's word among the mass of men and women. Catholics
were to be strengthened in their faith, heretics converted, and pagans
taught. To this Capuchins devoted themselves first in Italy, then in other
European countries, and finally in mission lands, not as undisciplined
wandering preachers, but as Franciscans under holy obedience to their
superiors and ultimately to the pope. Their subordination to the leadership
of the Church and their acceptance of its magisterium distinguished them
from their predecessors the Spiritual Franciscans with whom otherwise they
had obvious similarities.ss

Activity and Spirituality
Given the primacy of preaching in the apostolic work of the order,

the Capuchin friars became a corrmon sight in European towns as well as in

s3lbid., p.413.
54lbid., p.450.
ssThaddeus McVicar, Th e Franciscan

By Charles McCarron (St. Bonaventure, N.Y.r
Spiritaalas and the Capuchin Reform, ed.
The Franciscan Institute, 1986).
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the countryside. From the beginning of their activity in Italy their sertnons
\rere geared to the level of comprehension they expected of their audiences.

That they were closely attuned o the people can be seen in their use of
simple, unadorned, even popular language to explain the meaning of the
gospels.56 The common people, in turn, reacted to their style of preaching
with enthusiasm. Descriptions abound of the great crowds who flocked to
hear famous Capuchin preachers, not only the notorious Bernardino
Ochino, but others like Giovanni da Fano, Francesco da Soriano, Giuseppe

da Leonessa, or Anselmo Marzatt, preacher to the pope who became

cardinal in 1604.

The piety and devotional style of the Capuchins were entirely
Franciscan. They were not innovators but, in their best examples, men who
were perceived as living models for the Christian people. Capuchin
religiosity was rooted in Catholic ritual, practice, and tradition and in
Franciscan thought going back to the late Middle Ages. For instance, the
friars strengthened lay confraternities that had existed in Italian cities for
decades, sometimes centuries, or founded neur ones following established
procedures, such as the Confraternity of the Most Precious Blood in
Florence in 1575. After the Council of Trent they promoted with special
fervor the veneration of Mary and the Quarant' ore, or Forty Flours'
Devotion to the Eucharist, which was exhibited to the faithful in beautifully
wrought monstrances. Capuchins were engaged from their earliest days in
social work, giving assistance to the sick and dyrrg, to prisoners, condemned

criminals, Christian captives of the Moslems, especially in North Africa, and

galley slaves. A whole new field of their apostolic activity was their ministry
in the armies of Catholic princes and among the sailors of Catholic fleets.

Another aspect of their work was the protection, sheltering, and teaching of
children, orphans, and abandoned or imperiled young men and women in
cities. Finally, their preaching in Protestant or religiously mixed areas of
Europe should be mentioned, such as in Switzerltnd, where they assisted the

efforts of St. Francis de Sales to convert Protestants to Catholicism, or in
France where they organized missions among the Huguenots.5T

The Constitution of 1536 recognized that the Capuchins needed

both fervor and education to achieve success in their apostolic work:
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56Arsenio d'fucoli, La predicazione dei cappuccino nel Cinquecento in halia
(Loreto [Ancona]: Libreria "S. Francesco d'fusisi," 1956). A detailed review of the
Franciscan preaching tradition is found in Anscar Zawtrt, "The History- of
Franciscan 

-Preaching and of Franciscan Preachers (1209-1927): A Bio-
Bibliographical Study ," The Franciscan Educational Conference,9 (1927),242-587 --

s7 Historia generalis, section fV: "De actione apostolica," pp. 245 -33 5 .
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In order that they, while preaching to or.hers, should not [themselves]
become castaways, they should withdraw from time to time from the
multitude to ascend with the most sweet Savior the mount of prayer and
contemplation, and strive there to become inflamed like the seraphim with
divine love, so that they can warm others by their flame.s8

Ardor alone was not enough, however, preachers had to study Sacred
Scripture if they wanted to be efficacious.si In keeping with the decrees of
the Council of Trent;+he €apuchins in 1575 adopied-a program of studies
for those of their members who aspired to become pr"r.h.rr. Since not
every province could have a stadiunr. generale, as many were established as
could be staffed, among them in Naples, Rieti, Rome, and Bologna. Friars
were trained in philosophy and theology, primarily thar of St. Bonavenrure.
From the early seventeenth century on, the works of St. Lorenzo da
Brindisi, a noted Capuchin theologian who died in 1619, acquired particular
authority within the order.

Though the ministry of the Capuchins in general was directed to
the common people of Europe, their order also produced a remarkable
number of spiritual writers who addressed themselves not only to ordinary
Christians, but in a special way to ardent souls seeking closer union witir
God, Only a few of the most important sixteenth-cenrury works of this kind
will be mentioned here: Giovanni da Fano's Tbe Art of Union [utith God,] of
1536 was the beginning of a long series of treatises on prayer, meditation,
and the nature of spiritual life. They bear titles like Tbe Mirror of prayer by
Bernardino da Balbano, published in 1564, which instructs thi reader in
techniques of contemplative prayer, or The Way in Wbich the Spiritual person

Should Pray by Silvestro da Rosano in 1574. The Compendiam of One Hundred.
Meditations by Cristoforo da Verrucchio of 1592 is a guide to spiritual
reflection suffrrsed by Franciscan piety. Mattia Bellintani da Sald is still
regarded as a master in the literature of spirituality, and his Praaice of Mental
Prayer has remained a classic.6o

Two Capuchin authors at the end of the sixteenth and beginning of
the seventeenth ..rtory had a profound impact on French Catholicism: the
Englishman Benet of Canfield with his Rale of Perfection, and Laurent de
Paris, author of The Palace of "Diaine Loue." Their works also played an
important role in the history ofJansenism.6r

sglfrati cappuccino, ed. Carcagnoni, p.420.
selbid., pp.423-30.
60Historia generalis, pp. 189-200 "De magistris vitae spiritualis,,, and the

attractive survey by Fr. Cuthbert, Capuchins, 2:397 -428.
6rHenri Bremond, Histoire littiraire d.u sentiment religieux en France d.epuis la
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The list of Capuchin saints and beati belonging to the first century
of the order is lengthy. Among them we find the humble Roman lay brother
Felice da Cantalice, the Swiss martyr Fidelis of Sigmaringen, the preachers
Benedetto da Urbino and Giuseppe de Leonessa, and the theologian
Lorenzo da Brindisi. A relatively recent work illuminates the lives of many
Capuchin saints and is a good point of departure for readers wishing to
familiarize themselves with that topic.62

In retrospect, the history of the Capuchins between their
foundation in 1528 and their achievement of complete autonomy in 1619 is
a story of growth and success. They continue to exist as the third branch of
the Franciscans alongside the Conventuals and Observants, with houses all
over the world.63 A wealth of primary sources offers ample documentation
for the activities of the Capuchin order during the last 465 yearc, and an
extensive secondary literature has contributed valuable studies of almost
every aspect of Capuchin history. Yet a lay historian reading and reflecting
about the Capuchins cannot be struck by the fact that despite the rich
collections of primary and secondary sources there is very little interpretive
work that comes up to the highest standards of modern historical
scholarship. The explanation for this would require an essay on trends in
historiography during the last 150 years.

The Capuchins began as an Italian order, and their origins and
early history must be studied in the context of sixteenth-century Italian
religious history. But since the unification of Italy in the nineteenth century,
the split benreen so-called lay culture and Catholic scholarship has relegated
the study of religious orders definitely to the latter. Every movement of
criticism and dissent and every heretic about whom anything is known has
received serious scholarly attention from lay historians. But the history of
Catholic orders has remained a family affair, as it were, cultivated within the
various institutes established by the orders and staffed by their members.
Learned and thoughtful articles reach a limited readership since they are too
frequently published in periodicals that are in the nature of house organs. It
is as if a whole side of religious life barely existed-yet the new orders of the
sixteenth century must be integrated into the history of the Church as well
as of Italian culture and thought in their entirety.

fin du guerres de religion I-I[ (Paris: Bloud et Gay, 1916-1921).
62Santi e santith nell'Ordine cappuccino.I. Il cinque- e il seicento, ed. Mariano

d'Alatri (Rome: Istituto storico dei Cappuccini, 1980).
6rSee statistical table in Melchior a Pobladura, "Cappuccini," p.246, for the

distribution of Capuchin houses and personnel in 1970.
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The task is yet to be done. In the case of the Capuchins, a number
of questions remain unanswered. Among them is the problem of reform
thought Why was the Franciscan ideal in all its austeriry so atrractive
precisely at a time when Protestant ideas were spread throughout the
peninsula? Were there possible connections between what we might call
Franciscan fundamentalism and Protestant calls for purification of the
Church and a return to biblical theology? What were the connecrions
between sixteenth-century Italian evangelism and the thought of the first
generation of Capuchins? Who were the first Capuchins-what was their
social and educational background? Why did their preaching find such a
resounding echo in Italian society? And why did the Capuchins play such an
important role in European diplomacy, from Mattia da Sald, to the
intermediaries in the conversion of Henri IV of France, and culminating
with PEreJoseph, the erninence grisebehrnd Cardinal Richelieu?

At a time of great religious turmoil and innovation, the Capuchins
upheld an ancient form of piety and devotion. How can we explain their
success first in Italy and then in Europe as a whole? Fr. Cuthbert ends his
readable and affectionate history of the Capuchins with this thought:

Not without reason were the most convinced friends and upholders of the
nascent [Capuchin] Reform found amongst the devout humanists of the
time. It was in fact the imperious religious instinct of the Catholic humanist
movement which moulded and gave character to the Capuchin Reform
from the days of Vittoria Colonna till the time of Yves of Paris. That is the
outstanding feature of their history and for that the history of the
Capuchins deserves more attention than has hitherto been given it in the
study of the Catholic Reformation.6a

These words were written in 1929. But the integration of Capuchin
history with that of humanism in all its varieties, with the religious history of
sixteenth-century ltaly, and with the history of Italian and European popular
piety still awaits modern historians who are familiar with the techniques and
issues of current history and historiography. Recent works by
anthropologists, sociologists, and psychologists offer a wealth of suggestions
that might contribute to make future studies of the early Capuchins a more
central part of sixteenth-century history than they have been until no\M.

64Fr. Cuthbet, C apach ins, 2 :429 -30.
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Bibliography
Note: Readers are reminded that European Capuchin authors, who figure
prominendy in the lists below, use their name in religion coupled with their
plr." of origin. Accordingly, the works of Edor"rd J'AlenEorr, for example,
are catalogued by libraries under E, not under D or A.

It may also be worth observing that less commonly available Capuchin and
other Franciscan works are often held in the specialized libraries of St.
Bonaventure University, St. Bonaventure, New York and Holy Name
College, Washington, D.C., among others.

Periodicals

Bibliographia Franciscana, each volume of which covers the
publications of several years, includes both periodical literature and books.
The bibliographies covering the years 1929-1937 were included in the
periodical Colleaanea Franciscana at irregular intervals from 1931 to l9+2.
Thereafter, the Bibliographia became an independent publication, each
volume culminating several years' publications. In all, 15 volumes, covering
the literature down to 1985, have appeared to date.

Collectanea Franciscana, published by the Capuchin Historical
Institute in Rome, is valuable for the source material it includes. Since its
inception in 1931 it has included articles on all aspects of Franciscan and
especially Capuchin history. An index for the years l93l-t970, edited by
Claudius van de Laar, has been published (Rome: Institutum Historicum
Fratrum Minorum Capuccinorum, t972).

Other important periodicals are Miscellanea Franciscana (1886--) and
Laurentianurn (1960--), \Mith bibliographical information. Other sources of
bibliographical information are Riaista di Storia della Cbiesa in halia (1947--),
Riaisti di Storia e Letteratura Religiosa (1965--), "Etudes Franciscaine" (1899-
1977), and Reaae d'histoire 4cdisiastiqae (1900-); the last-named includes a

section on religious orders in the bibliography at the end of each issue.

The "Index Bibliographicus," pp. xvii-nrvii in Lexicon capuccinant

(see next section), is useful.

Encyclopedias

F.specially useful for the male and female branches of the
Capuchins, their history and foundations, the personalities associated with
them, and worl<s written by members of the order are the eight volumes of
the Dizionaaria degli istituti di perfezione (Rome: Edizioni Paoline, 197+-
1988). Each article includes a bibliography.

Lexicon capaccinaru.: Promptuarium historico-bibliographicum Ordinis
Fratru,m Minorurn Capuccinorum (1525-1950) (Rome: Bibliotheca Collegi
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fnternationalis S. Laurentii Brundusini, 1951) contains short articles on
Capuchin history and personalities.

Helpful encyclopedias are Dictionnaire de th1ologie catholique, 15 vol.
(Paris: Letouzey et An6, 1926-1950); Lexujib fiir Theologie und Krcbe, 11
vols. @reiburg: Fferder, 1957-1965); The New Catholic Enrychpedia, 15 vols.
(I.{.* York McGraw-Hill, 1967); Dictionnaire d'bistoire et de g1ographie
1ccldsiastiques, 22 vols. To date (Paris: Letouzey et An6, l9l2--); Dictionnaire
de spiritaalit|, L2 vols. To date (Paris: Beauchesne, 1932--).

History of the Capuchins
Lazaro de fupurz, O.F.M. Crp., Franciscan History: The Three Orders

of St. Francis of Assisi, trans. by Patricia Ross from the Spanish original of
t979 (Chicago: Franciscan Herald Press, 1982), situates Capuchin history
within the larger Franciscan framework. Since its author is a Capuchin, the
Capuchins receive quite substantial treatrnent. LIseful are the bibliography
of the three Franciscan orders, pp. )orvii-loorvii, and the summary of
Capuchin history on pp. 195-225 based largely on the much fuller Latin
work of Melchior a Pobladura on the Capuchins (see below).

Melchior a Pobladura, O.F.M. Crp., Historia generalis Ordinis
Fratru.nr. Minorum Capuccinoruru, 3 parts in 4 vols. (Rome: Institutum
Historicum Ordinis Fratrum Minorum Capuccinorum, 1947-1951) is L

general and somewhat summary history of the order. Each section is
preceded by a good bibliography.

z 1Ro*., ndi,io* r,:ff3,'ff#'""?,':;tr:;;\!;y: 
istituti di perfezione' vot'

(t4ss?-rss2):' A,,hio,"l),o,iioff'k';';;:';iil'r,,!),r11r}ii1.e",-larl""t"
Miscellanea Mehhior de Pobladura, 2 vols. (Rome: Istituto Storico

Cappuccino, L964) is a collection of 41 essays honoring Fr. Melchior on his
60'h birthday and contains several pieces on the earh Capuchins. Particularly
useful is Optatus de Veghel, "Le fond franciscain de la r6forme capucine," in
Volume I, pp. 11-59.

A recent and useful first orientationis Tbe Capucbin Reforrn: Essays in
Commenaoration of lts 45Ab Anniaersary, 1528-1978, trans. Ignatius
McCormick, O.F.M. Cap., from the Analeaa Ordinis Minorunr.
Capuccinoym, 94 (1978) (Pittsburgh: North American Capuchin
Conference, 1983).

Servus Gieben, "L'historiographie capucine, aujourd'hui et
demain," Colleaanea Franciscana, 48 (197 8), +3 5 -49.
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Le origini della riforrna cappaccino: Ani d.el conuegno di studi storici,
Camerino, 18-21 setternbre 1978 (Ancona: Curia Provinciale Frati
Cappuccini, 1979).

Edouard d'Alengon, Tribulationes Ordinis Fratrum Minorum
Capuccinorarn (1t34-1t41) @.ome: Curia Generalitia O.F.M. Crp., lgl4),
and De primordiis Ordinis Fratrurn Minorum Capuccinoram (1525-34) (Rome:
Curia Generalitia O.F.M. Crp., t92l) should still be consuhed. These
volumes are the first modern historical works on the origin of the Capuchins
written by the archivist of the order.

Duncan Nimmo, R fo*, and Diaision in the Medieaal Franciscan
Order fronc Saint Francis to the Forruation of tbe Capuchins (Rome: Capuchin
Historical Institute, 1987) gives full treaunent ro the background against
which the Capuchins arose.

Thaddeus McVicar, Tbe Franciscan Spirituals and the Capacbin
Rtforru, ed. Charles McCarron (St. Bonavenrure, N.Y.: The Franciscan
Institute, 1986).

Theophilo Graf, Zur En*tehung des l(apuzinerord.ens: Quellekritische
Studien (Olten and Freiburg: Walter, 1940). Written by a Capuchin author,
this work gives a different interpretation of the first Capuchins from that of
Melchior a Pobladura, who disagreed stronglywith Graf.

Callisto Urbanelli, Storia dei Cappuccini delle Marche, 3 vols.
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